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Abstract- In recent years, the use of inertial sensing for body
motion recognition has been demonstrated. However, existing
work generally focuses on upper-body movements, which involve
smaller scale movements and are less rapid. In this paper, we
present two distinctive types of demonstration that show how on
body wireless inertial sensing can be used to capture detail
inertial information of the more rapidly moving lower-body
segments (e.g. the foot). The first demonstration shows how
useful coaching support information for a sprinting exercise are
captured; the second demonstration shows how inertial
information of the lower segments are used to support football
computer game applications, through which the users may
trigger the appropriate on-screen actions by their foot motion,
instead of using the current hand-held inertial sensing
controllers.

Keywords-action triggering; football; inertial sensing; sprinting;
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of on-body wireless inertial sensors for
distinguishing between different human body motions were
demonstrated in existing work. For example, in [4][5][6], the
use of accelerometers for monitoring everyday activities was
presented. In [7], the martial arts movements of a subject are
captured using multiple on-body wired inertial sensors.
Common features of existing work are: a) they focus on using
inertial sensors to capture inertial motion data of a subject for
distinguishing between different types of motion; b) most
demonstrations focus on less rapid motion (such as walking
and jogging, upper-body movements, etc.).

In this paper, we will present the results of two distinctive
demonstrations which show what wireless inertial sensors 
when mounted on foot - can achieve. Comparing to upper
body movements, lower segment movements are known to be
a) much more rapid; b) involves much larger changes in
acceleration (such as when shooting a football); and c) most
often involves large number of limited moments of ground
contact1 [3][4]. Our aim is to demonstrate that how different
applications can benefit from inertial sensors that can pick up
the smallest details of a motion. In the first demonstration, we
will show that wireless inertial sensors are capable of

I For example, the total time of ground contact of the foot during a 100m
sprint would be limited; however, the number of ground contact (i.e. number
of steps) could be frequent (depends on the stride length).
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capturing the smallest details of a sprint motion, which are
used to derive useful coaching support information (such as
stride frequencies, stride length, etc.) for coaching
applications. In the second demonstration, we will show how
inertial sensors mounted on a foot are capable of enabling a
much more realistic control method for football computer
games, in contrast to existing systems such as Wii2

•

This paper is organised as follow: firstly, the on-body
wireless inertial sensor that we have implemented for use in
the demonstration will be presented. Secondly, the
experiments we have conducted will be presented and
analysed. The paper ends with a conclusion and future work.

II. THE SENSOR PROTOTYPE

Figure 1 - The wireless inertial sensor prototype

To investigate the possibility of using inertial sensing on the
lower-body segments for different foot motion monitoring
applications, a set of experiments were carried out. Figure 1

2 For example, in a sprinting game ofWarioWare [1], the user must shake
his/her hand-held control up and down rapidly to simulate a running player; in
FIFA Soccer 2008 (the Wii version) [2], the user must swipe the hand-held
controller accordingly to shoot a ball and tackle. Obviously,· a more natural
approach would be for the users to actually do the shooting and running, and
the lower segment movements being captured directly by the sensors (and
subsequently trigger the corresponding action on the screen.
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investigation [5][8][12]. In [8], it was discussed how athlete's
motion data would be used for deducing useful coaching
support information, such as stride frequencies, stride length,
and more. In this section, we will demonstrate an on-foot
~nertial .sensor can capture sufficient coaching support
InformatIon.
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B. Results andAnalysis

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the acceleration results when the
sprinter sprints along the track, and walks back to the starting
point. The results show that, the measured acceleration
magnitudes during the sprinting session are much greater than
the ones measured during the walking session; also, the vertical
acceleration has the largest change in acceleration magnitude.
The reason is that, the vertical and forward-backward planes
are the planes of the body that are directly experiencing forces:
when a step is made, the foot-on motion creates a vertical (and
backward) force on the body; whereas the foot-off motion
pushes the body forwards. There are relatively small forces
being exerted on the body along the horizontal plane; although
when the right foot takes oft: the body is slightly tipped to the
left.

Figure 2 - An illustration ofthe position of the sensor (securely placed to a
pocket ofthe right shank ofthe tracksuit)

shows the wireless inertial sensor prototype that we have
designed and implemented for these experiments. We chose the
MTx sensor from xSens [9] as our sensing unit for its
completeness: an MTx sample represents all essential (Le. 6
Degree ofFreedom) motion related data including acceleration,
magnetometer readings, gyros readings, temperature,
timestamps, etc. The sensor is configured to sample at its
default rate (Le. at 120Hz). It is connected to the DART of a
connectBlue OWSPA311g 802.11 module through a RS232
transceiver. The sensor is powered by a pack of battery and
would last for 1.5 hrs when continually sampling and
transmitting data wirelessly. The assembled unit weighs",75g
(including the battery pack). The sensor transmits data
wirelessly to a remote data server (Le. a laptop) using TCP, so
all samples are gathered for analysis. Figure 2 shows the
positioning ofthe sensor in the experiments (Le. the right shank
of the subject). This location is chosen because it has less fat
hence provides a relatively more rigid surface (Le. less
vibrations means less noise). Note that, for the accelerometer,
the front-back (Le. forward) acceleration is X, the up-down (Le.
vertical) acceleration is Y, whereas the horizontal acceleration
is Z. The 3D gyro measures the rate of tum of a body segment
along three planes (Figure 3).

b) Rotation around Y
Figure 4 - Vertical acceleration (Y) ofthe sprinter
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c) Rotation around Z

Figure 3 - 3D rotation ofa gyro

INERTIAL SENSING FOR COACHING SUPPORT

ApPLICATIONS

z

Y

a) Rotation around X

III.

A. Background

In recent years, the possibility of using motion sensing
systems for supporting sport's training has been under

Figure 5 - Horizontal acceleration (Z) of the sprinter

We chose vertical acceleration (Le. Y) for signal
differentiation because we are interested in determining the
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Figure 6 - Moments of peaks ofthe vertical acceleration during the walk
(magnified version)
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Figure 9 - Magnified version ofa sprinting step
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A. Assumptions

We have mentioned that our investigation focuses on rapid
movements of the lower-body; thus~ we assume the user is
playing a football game~ and is controlling a striker. A striker is
chosen because his/her actions are most rapid; also~ his role
covers almost all types of on-the-pitch action: walking (e.g.
when the ball is in his own team ~ s territory~ most often the
striker is in the opposition's territory waiting for a pass)~

sprinting (e.g. running after the ball passed on through a long
pass)~ and shooting. Note that these actions~ current1y~ can only
be activated by shaking a hand-held controller in the
appropriate ways. In our initial experiments, the directions of
shootings are also assumed to be controlled automatically by
the computer (e.g. a shot would be made in the forward
direction of the player). As a result~ the user needs only to

We have shown that some useful parameters~ such as step
duration~ can be derived from the signals captured by inertial
sensors. To show that inertial sensing is capable of picking up
the smallest details of a sprint~ further analysis was carried out
using the results we have obtained. Figure 8 shows the
magnified version of a walking step; the foot-on and foot-off
moments were marked based on the foot analysis presented in
[11]3. We can clearly see that the stance time is approximately
the same as the swing time. This means that the amount of time
the foot is in contact with the ground is similar to the amount of
time the foot is in the air (Le. swinging). This is a typical
behaviour of a walking step. Figure 9 shows the magnified
version of a sprinting step: the stance time is only ~ of the
swing time. This result proves one of our earlier statements:
that the total amount of time a professional sprinter~s foot is on
the ground is limited to achieve a maximum speed.

IV. INERTIAL SENSING FOR GAME CONTROL

Figure 8 - Magnified version ofa walking step

3 In brief, the sharpest peaks on the vertical plan indicate the moments of foot
on (i.e. the foot hits the ground and causes the body to suddenly change its
acceleration); the peaks on the horizontal plan indicate foot-off moments
because when the right foot pushes the body forward, hence the body swings
to the left side.
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Figure 7 - Moments of peaks of the vertical acceleration during the sprint
(magnified version)
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moments of the peaks (Le. foot on and oft) for the sprint and
the walk; thus using the data of largest change of magnitude
would provide us with the clearest differentiated signal. The
differentiated signals [10] of the walking session and the
sprinting session are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7
respectively. By relating the sample number of the peaks of
Figure 6 and Figure 7 to the time domain (Le. Figure 4)~ we
determined the average step duration for the sprint was "'0.53
sec; the step duration for the walk was",1 sec.
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(b) Rotation around Y-axis

Figure 11 - 3D gyros readings during the trial
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(c) Rotation around Z-axis

(a) Rotation around X-axis
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From the results (Figure 11), the rate of turn around the Z
axis is the clearest and sharpest; the shot can be easily
identified from the running steps using the threshold analysis.
The clearer signal along the Z-plane is because: when a shot is
made by the right foot, the shank (Le. lower right leg) is swung
upwards (Figure 3c) much more rapidly than when a running
step is made (a running step at the same spot essentially means
the foot is lift up and down rapidly, which is a much smaller
motion than swinging the foot upwards during a shot). Thus,
the degree of rotation around the Z-axis (Le. the foot swung
forward) is the largest. In contrast, the degree of rotation
around the Y-axis and the X-axis are relatively much smaller,
and in fact, hard to distinguish from the running steps. Thus, in
this case, the shot was in the direction ofthe body.

D. Side-Passes Recognition

In this section, we are interested in whether gyro readings
can recognise the direction of a shot motion. Figure 12 shows
the gyros readings for three left side passes made by the right
foot during another trial (e.g. making a pass using the inside of
the right foot). Side passes are completely different from shots
in terms of their magnitude and direction. Note that, the
average Irate of turnI is as follow: IXI > IYI, and IZI is much
smaller than IXI and IYI. This result is in-line with a left-pass
motion: the foot lifts and kicks to the left. The swing is around
the X-axis and is the largest because of the swing of the foot
from ground to left upwards; the rotation around the Y-axis is
the second largest because of the slight turn ofthe leg along the
horizontal plane; in contrast to the forward shot analysed in
section IV.C, the rotation around the Z-axis is the least because
there is literally negligible forward-backward movement. For
right-passes (Le. passing using the outside of the right foot), the

C. Forward Shot Recognition using Gyros

Although the shot is observable in the vertical acceleration
data, its direction is unknown. Thus, in addition to
accelerometers, we investigate the use of gyros in this
circumstance. Figure 11 a, b, and c shows the 3D gyros
readings during the same trial respectively. Note that, the
readings are referred to the rate of rotation around a specific
axis.
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Figure 10 - X, Y and Z acceleration data ofa trial
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trigger the right action at the right time, and need not worry for
the underlying complexity. However, we will present how
directions are incorporated into control at a later stage, by
showing how the system recognises side-passes. For simplicity,
special game actions (e.g. "power shoot", "power run", goal
keeping etc.) are ignored; we will discuss later how these
features could be included in a more advance design of the
game controller. We assume that some predefined information
is available in the system: each player of the team has a pre
defined profile that includes his name, club, age, etc. Such
profile is extended to include useful parameters such as height,
weight, etc. These information would be useful when
computing the corresponding on-screen action triggered by the
user's motion (see later).

B. Results andAnalysis

A number of trials were carried out. Three types of motion
were carried out in each trial: the first motion involved 10
walking steps4; the next motion was 10 running steps; then, a
powerful shot was made at the end (Figure 10). This
arrangement resembles the typical behaviour of a striker (as
explained in last section). Note that - all motion was carried
out at the same physical spot - this resembles a realistic
scenario - people play video games in front of their TV. Thus,
the results from this experiment would be different from those
presented in section III. From the results (Figure 10), the
walking steps are easily recognizable; however, the running
steps and the shot were difficult to be distinguished from the x
and z acceleration data. The vertical acceleration data,
however, provides a much clearer signal. This is largely to do
with the fact that, in game control, the body is moving at the
same spot: the movements were not natural and there was
literally no actual forward-backward motion, and the
horizontal movements were restrained. However, the walking,
running and shooting motion involves a relatively much larger
degree of movements along the vertical plane (e.g. lifting the
leg offthe floor and into the air).

4 Note that, a step is made by two foot (i.e. right and left). Since the sensor is
placed on the right foot, the inertial data would only show 5 "steps".
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Figure 12 - Gyro readings for three left-passes by the right foot

direction of the peaks would be in reversed order (due to the
opposite direction ofmovement).
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v. CONCLUSION

Existing work have demonstrated how on-body wireless
inertial sensing are applicable to upper-body motion
recognition. In this paper, we have presented the results of two
experiments which show wireless inertial sensing can also be
used to capture lower-body segment motion which are much
more rapid. In our first demonstration, we have shown that a
wireless inertial sensing system that collects different types of
inertial data from sprinters for coaching support. Our
evaluation results show that vital coaching support
information, such as step frequency, stance time and swing
time, can be deduced from data collected by our system. Our
second demonstration shows the use of inertial sensing of
game control is not limited to monitoring upper-body
movements. Using a football computer game as an example,
we have discussed and demonstrated how inertial sensing can
be used to distinguish between rapid lower segments
movements, hence extending the range of games that can be
supported.
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